
Literacy at 

Pilton

Click here to see Mrs New’s recommended Year 7 reads in all genres.

https://68dba11a-a8fa-41e1-a583-d30b9c8ad33a.usrfiles.com/ugd/68dba1_4706d15b1afc45938f1a03d80ebdd40d.pdf


What is literacy?

Literacy is a process by which you expand 

your knowledge of reading and writing in 

order to develop your thinking and learning to 

help you understand yourself and the world. 

This process is fundamental to achieving 

competence in every educational subject.





 Reading opens up a world that     

you didn’t know existed. 

 Reading can take you to      

different places, back in time, to 

other worlds.  

 Reading allows you to empathise 

with people who are different      

from you. 

 Reading makes you more creative.

 Reading is relaxing!



Reading is the 

rocket that will 

take you to infinite 

worlds: jump 

aboard!

Books are an invitation 

to the ball. They let you 

live a thousand lives 

and visit a million 

places: world after 

world after world.

What authors say 

about reading...



I struggled to read until 

I found out that reading 

about sport counts as 

reading. Not just books, 

but magazines, 

websites, anything.

What authors say 

about reading...

Reading books can help 

you to make sense of the 

world, provide a refuge 

from it and maybe, one 

day, inspire you to build a 

better one.
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What do we 
do at Pilton?

 Tutor reading

 Author of the month

 Word of the week

 Accelerated Reader

A programme which monitors and 

manages independent reading

practice while promoting reading for

pleasure.



What should I read?

Whether you buy a paperback, borrow a book, download a bestseller onto your iPad or listen to 
an audiobook, there are thousands of brilliant books to choose from.  Ask your teacher, parents, 
friends or a librarian for recommendations and get reading today.



Your challenge...

write a book review

When you’ve read a book that you really 
enjoyed, writing a review and 

recommending it to other readers is a 
brilliant way to spread the love.

Of course, you don’t have to like every 
book that you read – that’s why there are 
so many books for so many readers.

Love it or loathe it, write your own review 
of a book you’ve read. The next slide will 
give you a few pointers on how best to 
structure your review. 



Your challenge... write a book review

 Who was your favourite character and why?

 Did the characters feel real to you?

 Did the story keep you guessing?

 What was your favourite part of the book and why?

 Were certain types of scene written particularly well:   

for example sad scenes, tense scenes, descriptive 

scenes, mysterious ones?

 Did the book make you laugh or cry?

 Did the story grip you and keep you turning 

the pages?

3.  Mention anything you disliked about the book:

 Did you wish the ending hadn't been a cliff-

hanger because you found it frustrating?

 Did you find it difficult to care about a main        

character  and could you work out why?

 Was the story too scary for your liking or did it 

focus on a theme you didn't find interesting?

4.  Round up your review

 What are your overall thoughts?  

 What age group would you                        

recommend it to?

5.  Give the book a rating, such as a

mark out of ten

1.  Start with a couple of sentences describing what the

book is about but shush, don’t give away any spoilers!

2.  Discuss what you particularly liked about the book:


